Hoping you are doing fine. I reached Jos and found the books neatly packed and kept for me.

They are great books. Earlier I did not see the later smaller volume, so I started reading the bigger volume. I have so far read the General Introduction and 'the Introduction to Part 2' and world view issues.

I almost got confused by the name Kuyper as you mentioned two Kuypers one Abraham, the other Roel and your much quoted Kuyperianism. But the internet and Wiki solved the problem.

I will continue reading and I think by the time I read it 2 times I will get grasp of your direction, which, of course, is very obvious, i.e. searching for a road map to peaceful co-existence between the bloody warriors of Christ and Mohammad. I wish to say that yes, to quote you, "Ka yi kokari" sosai. Yes, you don try ooh. (Boer: Respectively Hausa and Nigerian Pigeon)

I am proud that human beings that appear to me, and it is a fact, the most dangerous and blood thirsty of all creatures that walk on land, swim in water and fly in the air. They are especially very wicked and unkind among themselves. They should have a person like you among them who will dedicate much of his lifetime in pursuance of peace among this bellicose creature. A creature that always seek for an excuse to eliminate his fellow, finding justification in difference due to distance in regional locations, skin color, hair texture, color of eyes. And when all these rhyme, he reverts to differences in ideology guiding material mode of production such as Slavery, Feudalism, Capitalism, Socialism or Communism or to the differences in mode of spirituality that is just nothing but seeking forgiveness from God, asking for his help, thanking him and praising or begging him for assistance, which is what all religions are all about. Yet man finds suitable excuses ,rationalizations and justifications here to kill the "OTHER."

I wish to say thank you very much and I assure you all these books will be subjected to serious readings by me, by some Muslim groups and other Christian and Muslim friends of mind who are also desirable of peaceful co-existence. Once more thanks.